
 

Sheriff: Boy who fled chemo returns to
Minnesota
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This May 20, 2009 photo shows Anthony Hauser in Sleepy Eye, Minn., talking
about his thirteen-year-old son, Daniel, and wife, Colleen, who are being sought
by authorities after they failed to show up for a court appearance. The search for
the Minnesota mother who fled with her 13-year-old cancer-stricken son to
escape court-ordered chemotherapy has turned to Southern California after
authorities received a tip. But the officials leading the search that continued
Thursday acknowledged that Colleen Hauser and her son, Daniel, could already
be in Mexico, possibly to seek treatment for his Hodgkin's lymphoma. (AP
Photo/The Star Tribune, Jim Gehrz)

(AP) -- A sheriff's office in Minnesota says a 13-year-old cancer patient
and his mother who fled the state to avoid chemotherapy have returned.

The Brown County sheriff's office did not provide any details Monday
but said a news conference would be held later in the day at the county
seat of New Ulm.
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Daniel Hauser and his mother, Colleen, had been due to appear in court
last Tuesday for a hearing that could have resulted in a judge ordering
chemotherapy to treat Daniel for Hodgkin's lymphoma. They missed the
court appearance, and the search for them had focused on southern
California and Mexico.

Doctors say Daniel has a cancerous tumor growing in his chest that's
likely to kill him without chemotherapy, but the Hausers prefer natural
healing methods inspired by American Indian traditions.

The American Cancer Society estimates there are 35 to 50 clinics in
Mexican border towns that attract cancer patients looking for
alternatives to traditional U.S. treatment methods.

An FBI affidavit alleges Colleen Hauser fled to avoid being prosecuted
on two state counts of depriving another of custodial or parental rights.
Brown County family services has been granted custody of Daniel to get
him to a pediatric oncologist.

Last Thursday, Anthony Hauser appeared before reporters asking his
wife to come home. "If you're out there, please bring Danny home so we
can decide as a family what Danny's treatment should be," he said.

At a news conference Thursday, Brown County Sheriff Rich Hoffmann
vowed to arrange a safe return for Colleen Hauser without an
enforcement action if she shows "a good faith effort to come back."

©2009 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be
published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.
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